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Assignment-1 

 
1) Explain basic oops concepts. 

2) Give the difference between POP and OOP. 

3) List different features of Java. Explain any four Features of Java. 

4) Explain Following. 

A) JVM 

B) Byte Code 

C) JRE 

5) Explain main () method in Java. 

6) Compare java with c and c++. 

7) Explain Structure of Java with Example. 

Assingment-2 

 

1) List out various primitive data type in Java. 
2) Explain type conversion and casting. 

3) State the importance of garbage collection. 

4) Explain Finalize Method. 
5)  What is Array? Explain types of array. Write a program to find Maximum 

number from given 5 elements of Array using command line argument. 

6) Explain wrapper class with Example. 
7) Give the Difference between String class and String Buffer Class. 

8) List method of String buffer class and explain any three with example. 

9) List method of String class and explain any three with example. 
 

Assingment-3 

 

1) Write a program and explain how to create class and object. 

2) Write a program to explain method overloading. 

3) Explain static keyword with example. 
4) Explain copy constructor with example. 

5) Explain final keyword with example. 

6) Explain Parameterized constructor with example. 
7) Write a program to calculate area of circle using constructor. 
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Assingment-4 

 

1) Explain Method overriding with Example. 
2) Explain this and super keyword with example. 

3) List out different types of inheritance and explain any one with example. 

4) Explain interface with example. 
5) Explain the concept of User defined package with example. 

6) Explain abstract keyword with example. 

7) Explain final keyword with example. 
 

Assingment-5 

 

1) Explain Exception Handling with Example. 

2) Explain multiple catch blocks with Example. 

3) Explain try catch block with example. 
4) Explain ArrayIndex out of bound exception with example. 

5) Explain throw, throws and finally keywords with example. 

6) Explain Thread life cycle with example. 
7) Explain thread priority with example. 

8) Explain thread synchronization with example. 

   

Assingment-6 

 

1)  Explain File read operation with example. 
2) Explain File write operation with example. 

3) Explain basic of stream classes. 

4) Write a java program to create a text file and perform write operations on a 
Text File. 

5) Write a java program to create a text file and perform read operations on a 

Text File. 
 


